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INTRODUCTION
May a prosecutor be liable for appearing on a teJevision program to explain, solely by reference to the public record,
why murder charges were dismissed in a highJy publicized case? Appellants' Michael Crowe ("Michael") and Aaron
Houser ("Aaron") contend tl1at they were defamed by San Diego County Deputy District Attorney Summer Stephan

(''Stephan'') on the television show "48 Hours," after the murder charges against them in the death of Michael's 12-year
old sister, Stephanie, were dismissed. 1

The district court correctly granted summary judgment in Stephan's favor on Michael and Aaron's state law defamation
a nd federal "defamation-plus" claims. 2 Both claims arc premised on ten highly-edited statements Stephan made during
her 48 Hours interview, where she was asked to explain the dismissal of the murder charges in the context of the media
explosion surrounding the discovery of Stephanie's blood on the shirt of a transient, Richard Tuite ("Tuite").

Michael's opening brief, in which Aaron joins, specifically address only two of the ten sta tements. Consequently, their
claims as to the remaining eight statements are waived. 3 None of the statements are actionable in any event, because the
statements cannot reasonably be interpreted as charging Michael or Aaron with a crin1e. Three of the statements describe
evidence in the record, two express Stephan's opinion regarding how, in general, a murder plan may be developed, and
the o tber five refer to evidence relating to why Tuite had originally been ruled out as a suspect.

The judgment on the slate law claims also may be affirmed on two other grounds. First, Stephan is immune rrom suit
under California Civil Code section 47, subdivision (d), which provides a privilege for fair and true reports of judicial
proceedings. Second, California Code of Civil Procedure section 425.16 (California's "anti-SLAPP" statute) authorizes
the dismissal of an action brought against a district attorney who answers questions on a matter of public interest.
L ikewise, the judgment on the federal defamation claim may be affinned on several grounds. First, Michael and Aaron
do nol address the claim on appeal and thus waive any claim or error. Second, Stephan's statements were not defamatory,
a nd there is no ''connection" between Stephan's statemen ts (which were aired long after the dismissal of the criminal
proceedings) and the constitutional violations tbat allegedly occurred during the investigation and prosecution -none of
H'hich involw:d Stephan. Moreover, Stephan is entitled to qualified immunity on the federal claim, because she reasonably
believed it was lawful to appear on a television program, along with Michael, Aaron, their families, and a criminal defense
attorney, to answer questions regarding a case that commanded nationwide interest. Stephan did so only after consulting
with U1e ethics advisor in her office, and carefully limited her statements to information from the public record. For these
reasons, the judgment in favor of Stephan should be affirmed.

-------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------IE.:.,.ti\\
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
Stephan agrees with the statement of Jurisdiction in Michael's opening brief.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
1. Whether the district court correctly determined that Stephan's statements are not defamatory.
2. Whether the district court correctly determined that the defamation-plus claim against Stephan fails as a mat.ter oflaw.
3. Whether U1e district court correctly determined tl1at Stephan is entitle-d to qualified immunity.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 4

Tn January and February 1999, Michael, Aaron, Joshua and their families filed civil actions in the San Diego County
Superior Court against various individuals and entities involved in the arrests and prosecution of the three young tnen .
(Joint Excerpts of Record ("JER"), Vol. 44, at 10692-10804.) On February 10, 1999, the case-s were removed to the U.S.
District Court for the Southern District of California. (JER, Vol. 1, 2-33.) The cases were consolidated (JER, Vol. 44,
10707), with Crowe (U.S. District Court No. 99 cv0241R(RBB)) as the lead case. (JER , Vol. 44, 10707.)
The County of San Diego and Gary Hoover, then a San Diego County Deputy District Attorney, moved to dismiss
the claims against them. (JER, Vol. 44, 10692-10804.) Other defendants tnoved for dismissal as well. (JER , Vol. 44,
I0692-10804.) The County of San Diego's motion was granted (JER, Vol. 44, 10707-10708) and Hoover was subsequently
dismissed by s!ipulation of the parties. 5 Plaintiffs were given leave to file a Joint First Amended Complaint ("JFAC"),
which they filed on April25, 2000. The JFAC added San Diego County Deputy District Attorney Stephan as a defendant
based on statements aired on the television program, 48 Hours. (JER, Vol. 44, 10711.)

Stephan ftled a Motion to Dismiss the JFAC. (JER, Vol. 44, 10713.) The court dismissed Appellees' Sixth Amendment,
Fourteenth Amendment, and coJ1Spiracy claims against Stephan. (JER, Vol. 44, 10716, July 26, 2000 Order.) However,
the court denied Stephan qualified immunity on Appellees' "defamation plus" claim under 41 U.S. C. 1983, and ruled
that M ichael, Joshua, a nd Aaron could pursue their claims based on ten of Stephan's statements in the 48 Hours program.
(JER, Vol. 44, 10716, July 26, 2000 Order, 17: 1-4.)

*

On August 8, 2000, Stephan appealed the district court's order to this Court, seeking a reversal of the denial of qualified
immunity on the defamation claims. The Court denied Stephan's appeal, in part be.cause it was "not clear when many of
the statements were actua lly made" and concluded that its "judgment does not preclude Stephan from asserting qualified
immunity a t the Summary Judgment phase once the precise facts are known." (JER, Vol. 14, 3442, fn. 3.) Stephan
subsequently moved for summary judgment on bo!J1 tJ1e state law defamation and the federal defamation-plus claims
(JER, Vol. 44, 10759), which the district court granted on February 17, 2004. (JER, Vol. 44, 10783.) With regard to
Stephan, Michael and Aaron appeal only the district court's grant of summary judgment in her favor.
STATEMENT OF FACTS 6
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Twelve-year-old Stephanie Crowe was stabbed to death in her bedroom around midnight on January 20-2 1, 1998. She
died in the doorway to her room, where she had crawled before collapsing from her injuries. Because the Crowe home
was located within the City of Escondido, the Escondido Police Department (''EPD'') had jurisdiction over the murder
investigation. {JER , Vol. 13, 3172.) The EPD interviewed members of the Crowe family, including then 14 year-old
Michael Crowe. Michael was interrogated by the police on January 22 and 23, and arrested on January 23, 1998 after
confessing to his sister's murder. (JER, Vol. 13, 31 74-3186.) Michael's friend Joshua was arrested on February 10, 1998
(JER, Vol. 13, 3188-3191), ru1d another friend, Aaron was arrested on February 11, 1998 (JER, Vol. 13, 3194-3196). In
late May 1998, the Grand Jury issued indictments against all three. (JER, Vol. 13, 3198-3201.)
ln June 1998, Stephan took over as the assigned prosecutor for the Michael, Joshua and Aaron cases. (JER, Vol. 15,
3607.) 7 In preparing the cases for trial, Stephan worked with Joshua's appointed Alternate Public Defender, Mary Ellen
Attridge ("Attridge' ') to hire a joint expert to review the clothing of Tuite, a transient who bad been in .the area of the
C rowe's home on the night of Stephanie's murder. (JER, Vol. 13, 3216-3217.)

Police had interrogated Tuite the day Stephanie's body was discovered, and had seized his clothes, including pants, white
t-shi rL red sweatshirt and shoes. Tuite's t-shirt had been tested for blood, and the test was negative. No blood was visible
on any of Tuite's other clothing. The expert retained by Stephan and the defense, however, discovered traces of blood
on Tuite's red sweatshirt. D NA testing showed that the blood was consistent witb Stephanie's blood, and Stephan told
Atlridge she could no longer remain as prosecutor on the case because the DNA results raised doubts in her as to who
committed the murder. (JER, Vol. 13, 3218.) The District Attorney's Office moved to dismiss the criminal charges against
Michael, Aaron a11d Joshua, which was dismissed on February 25, 1999. (JER, Vol. 19, 4431-4470.)
There had been tremendous public interest in the case even before the DNA test revealed traces of blood on Tuite's
sweatshjrt. (JER, Vol. 13, 3208-3209, Ex. 7, 28: 18- 29:5; JER, Vol. 14, 3446-3448; JER, Vol. 14, 3429- 3433~ JER, Vol.
13. 3221, 3227-3228; JER , Vol. 14, 3533-3536.) The day the case was dismissed, Attridge and Michael's parents appeared
on a local radio talk show. (JER, Vol. 13, 3214; JER Vol. 15, 3562-3596.)
The CBS news show 48 J10urs had also been following the case since early 1998, and had interviewed Michael, Joshua and
Aaron, as well as their parents, and had twice interviewed criminal defense attorney Attridge. (JER , Vol. 13, 3209-321 0,)
The DNA results were nothing less than explosive, and the public interest was intense.
U ntil the criminal case was dismissed, Stephan had refused all interview requests with the media, including continuing
requests from 48 Hours. (JER, Vol. 15, 3607-3608; J ER, Vol. 13, p. 3239.) After dismissal, then District Attorney Paul
Pfingst asked Stephan to appear on 48 Hours to respond to questions about the case, believing that the public had a
right to know what had happened. (JER, Vol. 15, 3607; JER, Vol. 13, 3238.) Stephan sought the advice of the in-house
ethics advisor, Brian Michaels, who advised her she could answer questions on the show as long as she referenced the
public record. (JER, Vol. 15, 3607-3608; JER, Vol. 15, 361 7-3618; JER, Vol. 13, 3239-3242.)
In March 1999, Stephan, along with the District Attomey's media advisor, Gayle Falkenthal, met with a 48 Hours
rcpo1ier. (JER. Vol. 15, 3608-3609; JER, Vol. 13, 3229-3230; JER, Vol. 13, 3237.) Tho reporter's questions focused on
why Michael, Aaron and Joshua had become suspects, and why Tuite had initially been ruled out as a suspect. Stephan
told the reporter that she wollld only respond to questions by referencing admissible evidence in the public record. (JER,
Vol. 14, 3296-3376.} (See e.g., JER, Vol. 14, 3318 ["as you know, I'm bound by the rules of ethics to only discuss what's
part of the public record, and also I put my own limitatjon, which is to discuss only what's been held to be admissible
evidence."]; 3320 [discussjng Tuite's acitivity "as is documented in the record"]; see also 3324 [same] 3351 [Joshua's
behavior was ''part of the record"]; 3374 [at the end of the interview, confinning with the jnterviewer "I stayed with the
public record, right?"])
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Although Stephan answered questions for two hours and 20 minutes, her statements were heavily edited for use on the
show. (JER , Vol. 15, 3608; JER, Vol. 13,3296-3392, 3395; JER, Vol. 14, 3396-3410.) Stephan's references to the record
were omitted, as was the context in which the statement had been given. Stephan's total on-screen time was 178 seconds,
which includes 19 seconds of a clip of Stephan in court. (JER, Vol. 14, 3396-3410, Video; JER, Vol. 13, 3267-3294.)
These "sound bites" were placed in the context of the story being told by the 48 Hours reporter. (JER, Vol. 15, 3609;
JER, Vol. 13, 3267-3294, 3396-3410,)
STANDARD OF REVIEW
This Court reviews the grant of summary judgment de novo, and may affirm on any basis supported by the record.
Burrellv. J\.:fcllroy. 423 F .3d 1121, 1122 (9th Cir. 2005); Johnson v. Cozmry of Los Angeles, 340 F. 3d 787, 791 (9th Cir.
2003 ). Additionally, the Court need not reach issues not specifically raised in the opening brief. Miller v. Faircllild Jndust.,
Inc:., 797 F.2d 727, 738 (9th Cir. 1986 ) (where a party appeals a summary judgment, any issues not addressed in the
opening brief ctre deemed waived),
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Michael and Aaron fail to show that the district court erred in granting summary judgment in Stephan's favor. They have
waived their state law defamation claim as to all but two of Stephan's ten statements, by failing to address each statement
in their Opening Brief. Moreover, none of Stephan's statements are defamatory because none charge Michael or Aaron
with murder. Three of the ten statements identify evidence in the record of the criminal proceedings against Michael two
are generalized statements regarding how murder plans may be developed, and the remaining five statements address
why investigators originally ruled out Tuite as a suspect. Additionally, Stephan's statements were privileged under state
law, and could have been dismissed under California's ·'anti-SLAPP" statute, whjch applies to claims arising from the
exercise of speech in connection with a public issue.
Michael and Aaron have likewise waived any claim of enor regarding their federal defamation-plus claim, because they
do not address this claim on appeal. Moreover, this claim fails on the merits and Stephan is entitled to qualified immunity.
While Michael and Aaron cursorily assert that Stephan was not entitled to qualified immunity, they present no legal
authority to show that it was "clearly established" that a prosecutor could not appear on a show to explain the dismissal
of murdercharg~s, solely by reference to information in the public record, in a case where public interest was tremendous.
Michael and Aaron instead mischaracterize Stephan's comments as an attempt to " demonize" them, when the opposite
is true. Stephan repeatedly erttphasized that the investigation had started over and that her goal was not to show that
her office had been correct in bringing charges against the young men, but to bring the real culprit to j ustice. (See e.g.,
JER, Vol. 14, 3372 ("It's not about who's right, who's wrong. It's about the murder of this little girl, and that is what
I want to pursue.'')

ARGUMENT

I
STEPHAN'S STATEMENTS ON 48 HOURS WERE NOT DEFAMATORY
Under California law, defamation includes the " false and unprivileged publication" of an oral statement charging a
person with a crime. Cal. Civ. Code§§ 44, 47. Michael and Aaron argued below that ten statements from Stephan's 48
Hours in terview were defamatory because Stephan's "main point is that the boys a re guilty" of Stephanie's murder, (The
Crowe Appellants' Opening Brief, (''AOB") p . 86.)

6
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But the 48 Hours' interviewer asked Stephan point blank whether Stephan believed the ''boys did it and you just can't
prove it?" Stephan responded "Fm not saying that at all. I am saying that we have to start from the beginning." (JER, Vol.
14, 3371.) Stephen repeatedly emphasized this point. (See e.g., JER, Vol. 14, 3301 ("we are completely opened minded.
We are in an investigation state and we're ready to turn on the flashlight on everything from the beginning and look at
this case from the beginning").) 8 Stephan also repeatedly emphasized that the transient Tuite was being investigated as
a suspect. (JER, VoL 14, 3371 ("the transient [Tuite] and maybe others out there are potential suspects in t his case").) 9
As detailed below, Michael and Aaron;s defamation claims are simply without merii.

A. To he Dejamat01y, Stephan's Statements Must Imply a p,·ovably False Factual Assertio11.
To be defamatory, a statement must imply a provably false factual assertion. Kahn v. Bower, 232 Cal.App.3d 1599, 1607
(1991), citation and internal quotations omitted. Whet her "a reasonable fact finder could conclude that the published
statements imply a provably false factual assertion" is a question of law for the court. Id, at 1607; see also Dworkill
v. Hustler, 867 F.2d 1188, 1193 (9th Cir. 1989). To make this determination, California courts employ the "totality of
the circumstances" test, under which the language of the statement is examined in "the context in which the statement
was made" including "the nature and full content of the communication" and "the knowledge and understanding of
the <Hldiencc to whom the publication was directed." !d., citation and internal quotations omitted. The Ninth Circuit
sim ilarly applies a " totality of the circumstances" test to determine whether a contested statement implies a false assertion
of objective fact. Gil/brook <'. City of Westminster, 177 F .3d 839, 861-862 (1999) . Under this three-part test:
First, we look at the statement in its broad context, which includes the general tenor of the entire work,
the subject of the statements, the setting, and the format of the work. Next we turn to the specific
context and content of the statements, analyzing the extent of figurative or hyperboUc language
used and the reasonable expectations of the audience in that particular situation. Finally, we inquire
whether the statement itself is sufficiently factual to be susceptible of being proved true or false. I d.
at 862.

Thus, where statements are made in an interview, a defamation action "cannot be based on snippets taken out of
comcxt." Kaelin v. Globe Communications Corp., 162, F.3d 1036, 1040 (9th Cir. 1998). A defendant charged with making
defamatory sta tements ''is not responsible for the subsequent ediling of his interview- he is only ·responsible fo£ his
comments in their full and complete fonn, not the sound bites they become." Metabolj(e International, Inc. v. Wornick,
:!64 F3d 831, 847 (9th Cir, 2001 ); see also, Selleck v. Globe International Inc., 166 Cal.App.3d ll23, 1131 (l985) (court
must examine article as a whole) Coman v, Blanchard, 2 11 Cai.App.2d 126, 131-132 (1962) (court must examine entire
pamphlet).
As in all defamation cases, ·'the truth of the offensive statements or communication is a complete defense against civil
liability, regardless ofbad faith or malicious purpose." Raghavan v. The Boeing Co .. 133 Cal.App.4th 1120, 1132 (2005),
citation omitted. To establish this defense, a "defendant need not justify the literal truth of every word of the allegedly
defamatory matter. It is sufficient if the substance of the charge is proven true, irrespective of slight inaccuracy in the
details, 'so long as the imputation is substantially true so as to justify the "gist or sting" of the remark."' !d. at 1132-1133,
citations omitted, italics in original. Ft1rther, ''where the question of truth and falsity is a close one, a court should err
on tl1e side of nonactionability." Steam Press Holding, inc. v. Htrwail Teetmsters & Allied Workers Union, 302 F.3d 998,
1008 (9t.b Cir. 2002), citation omitted.
Contrary to Michael and Aaron's claims on appeal, the district court properly applied these principles. The court did
not, as Michael and Aaron claim, consider each of Stephan's statements in "isolation." (AOB, p. 88.) The court instead
reviewed the video footage and the written transcript of Stephan's entire interview, as well as the video and transcript
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of the 48 hours episode in which Stephan's comments were aired. The court then considered each of the ten allegedlydefamatory comments in context, and correcUy concluded that none of lhe statements is defamatory because none
charges Michael or Aaron with a crime. Cal. Civ. Code§ 47.

B. Michael and Aaron Have Waived Their Claims as to All But Two of tbe Statements, a nd None Are Defamatory
As detailed below, Michael and Aaron's argt1menls address only two of Stephan's statements. The remaining eight
statements are merely listed as "false statements" in the opening briefs "Statement of Facts." (AOB p. 46, 86,) Because
Michael and Aaron do not offer any specific argument as to why each of these eight statements is defamatory, they have
waived any claims regarding these slatemenls. Jv!artinez-Serrano v. INS, 94 F.3d 1256, 1259 (1996) ("an issue referred
to in the appellant's statement of the case but not discussed in the body of the opening brief is deemed waived"). The
judgment as to these statements may be affrrmed on this ground alone. Moreover, the judgment may be affirmed on
the gro1md that none of Stephan's comments a re reasonably susceptible to the interpretation that Michael or Aaron
committed murder.

I. The Motive Laid Out By Joshua's Admissible Statement Was that
"Her brother hated her. He hated the attention that she was getting."
The first statement Michael and Aaron claim ''charges them with murder" is the sound bite: "Her brother hated her. He
hated the attention that she was getting." (AOB, p. 86.)
This statement does not charge anyone with murder. It is taken from Stephan's lengthy re&ponse to a question regarding
what evidence of a motive existed, and her statement accurately describes that evidence. But even if Stephen's statement
were reasonably susceptible to the interpretation that Michael " hated his sister," such a statement would not be
defamatory because it is a statement of opinion that does not contain or imply a provably false factual assertion. "The
scope of constitutional protection extends to statements of opinion on matters of public concern that do not contain or
imply a provable factual assertion." Unden vager v. Channel 9 Australia 69 F.3d 361, 366 (9th Cir. 1995).
In Umlemager, the plaintiff sued for defamation based upon comments the defendant made in the television program "60
Minutes." Among other things, the defendant called plaintiff"intrinsically evil." Underwager, 69 F .3d at 367. This Court
found that such ~n assertion was not capable of verification, and therefore was protected speech. ld. at 367. Similarly,
whether Michael ''hated'' his sister is not capable of verification and is, therefore, protected speech. The statement is
based on observations made by others, and refers to emotions that cannot be proven. Thus, the statement cannot be
the basis for a defamation claim.
However, Stephan was not stating that Michael hated his sister or that he killed his sister because he hate<l her. Stephan
was explaining that there was evidence that hate and jealousy were the motive for the murder, and her statement is true.
The 48 Hours interviewer asked Stephen , "What was the motive for murdering Stephanie Crowe?" (JER, Vol. 14, 3329.)
Stephan's full response covers two and one-half pages of the interview transcript, and states in part: ''The motive as laid
out by the confession and as corroborated by other evidence was that Stephanie was such a delightful young girl. She
was an angel .... 0The motive as laid out by the confession - it's not my motive that I created. You just go by the evidence
that you have- is that her brother hated her, that he hated the attention she was getting." (JER, Vol. 14, 3329-3330.)
Stephan went on to explain that in addition to the confession, experts looked at a computer in the Crowe home, and
found " a story that had been written and deleted and deleted again by" Michael, which " tells a strange tale·· ~ of a brother
wanting to kill his sister .... " (JER, Vol. 14, 3330-3331 .) Following Stephan's response, the 48 }{ours interviewer again
asked Stephan whether Michael "ha.ted" his sister. (JER, Vol. 14, 3332.) Stephan again responded that there was evidence
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to support this motive, stating " the confession as well as the computer story as well as other corroborating evidence
showed this motive ...." (JER, Vol. 14, 3332.)
The d istrict court correcUy concluded that "regardless of whether Michael Crowe hated or loved his sister, defendant
Stephan's actual statement, considered in context, is not defamatory ... because this statement is not reasonably
susceptible of the inte1-pretation that Michael killed Stephanie Crowe." (44 JER 1079~. Docket No. 840 (Order entered
February 17, 2004), p. 75.) The court explained tbat "[w]hile this statement is reasonably susceptible of being interpreted
as a statement that there was evidence that Michael Crowe had a motive for killing Stephanie and that the motive was
that he hated her ... such a statement is distinct from a statement charging Michael Crowe with Stephanie's killing." (I d.
at 75:1-8, ita lics added.)
Contrary to Michael and Aaron's arguments, the district court did n ot err in nnding that Stephan was referencing
Joshua's confession , which was held to be admissible in the criminal proceedings. (AOB, p. 87.) Michael and Aaron claim
thai Stephan must have been referring to Michael's inadmissible confession, because Joshua only stated that Michael
''didn't really like his sister a whole bunch and said he'd really like to kill her." (AOB, p. 86, cting JER, Vol24, 5830,
emphasis omitted.) Michael and Aaron are incorrect. Joshua's confession also states that ''I know Michael hated his
sister" (JER, Vol. 23, 5585, 11. 19-20) and "Michael hated his sister, he wanted to get her badly." (JER, Vol. 23,5598, II.
3-5.) Thus, the district court correctly concluded that Stephen was referring to Joshua's admissible confession, and that
the confession shows a motive for murder. Likewise, the computer story regarding a brother's hatred for his sister was in
evidence in the criminal proceedings. for purposes of showing motive. (JER, Vol. 14, 3454-3457.) Other corroborating
evidence, such as statements by Aaron and a friend of Stephanie's, also supported the motive of bate and jealousy. (JER,
Vol. 14, 3460, II. I 7-20.)

In short, when read in context, the statement that Michael " hated his sister" is only reasonably susceptible of one
interpretation: that there was evidence of motive in the record of the criminal proceedings. This statement is true, and
thus cannot be defamatory.

2. Police Became Suspicious of Michael In P art Because "The behavior of the brother seemed to be in contrast to the
behavior of the res1 of the family. He was playing with some handheld game while the rest of the family was grieving."
Michael and Aaron specifically address only"one other statement made by Stephan. (AOB, pp. 88-89,) The statement was
made in response to tJ1e following question posed by the 48 Hours interviewer: "Why did the police become suspicious of
him [Michael]?" (JER , Vol. 14, 3312.) Stephan responded in part: "The behavior of the brother seemed to be in contrast
to the behavior of the rest of the family. The police detectives noted that when they first arrived soon after the body of
Stephanie was found, that he was playing with some handheld game while the rest of the family was grieving." (JER,
Vol. 14, 33] 3.) 48 Hours aired part of this statement, omitting the reference to the police detectives.
Michael and Aaron claim the district court erred in concluding that this " statement is not reasonably susceptible of
the interpretation that Michael killed Stephanie." (AOB, p. 88, citing 303 F.Supp.2d at 1106.) They a rgue that since
Stephanie had just been murdered at the time Michael was playing with the game, there is no other possible interpretation.
(AOB, p. 88.) Further, they claim that the statement is " false," and Stephan may not " repeat a falsehood and escape
liabi lity by aitributing it to its author." (AOB, p. 87.) These arguments are unavailing.
When read in context of the entire interview, it is obvious tha1 Stephan is not charging Michael with Stephanie's murder
but is instead recounting the evidence that led police to become suspicious of Michael. The 48 Hours interviewer
s tated tha t she wanted to know "what's in the record here'' that supported tbe decision to arrest Michael, Aaron, and
Joshua. (JER. Vol. 14, 3311-3312.) After Stephan st'a.tcd that she had not been involved in the investigation initially,
the interviewer asked Stephan to explain the evidence outlined in tbe motion to dismiss the murder charges, " in terms
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of why the police decided to arrest" Michael. The reporter asked specifically "Why did the police become suspicious of
him?'' (JER, Vol. 14, 33 12.)
Stephan does not merely state th<1.t Michael was playing a game. She answers by explaining that the crime appeared to
have been committed by someone inside the home, stating: "all indications from the evidence that was developed at the
time was that this was an inside job." (JER , Vol. 14, 3312.) After describing the evidence on thls point (JER, Vol. 14,
3312-33 13), Stephan added that "then, other things began to come to light. The behavior of the brother seemed to be
iu contrast to the behavior of the rest of the family. The police detecLives noted that ... he was playing with some handheld game while the rest of the family was grieving." (JER, Vol. 14, 3312.) Stephan went on to identify several other
behaviors that had caused police to become suspicious of Michael, including the detective's observation that Michael
" was watching cartoons and responding" while others were grieving. Detectives also noted that Michael had 13 articles
on the OJ Simpson case in his room, several of which were entitled "how OJ got away with murder," and that Michael
seemed to be heavily involved in an ''advanced Dungeons and Dragons" fantasy world. (JER, Vol. 14, 3313-3314.)
Read in context, Stephan's statement is reasonably susceptible of only one interpretation: investigators become suspicious
of Michael in part because oflicers observed him playing a game while other family members grieved. Stephan's statement
that there was evidence to this effect is true. One oftl1e police officers on tbe scene the day of the murder observed that
other family members were sitting close together on a couch while Michael "was sitting to the far sought side of that couch
alone and he was playing a small hand held video game.'' (JER, Vol. 14, 3476,11.13-20.) Another detective who was with
the family on the day of the murder described Michael as "chuckling and responding to cartoons" (JER, Vol. 30, 7172)
while the family grieved, and noted that Michael on several occasions declined to join the fami ly while they comforted
each other, stabng that Michael "sat mainly apart from the rest of the family and displayed little emotion ... .'' (JER,
Vol. 30, 7171.)
Accordingly, Stephan's second statement is not defamatory because (1) Stephan did not charge Michael or Aaron with

a crime and (2) it is true that there was evidence that Michael was playing with a hand held game while the rest of his
family was grieving, whether he actually was playing a game or nol

3. There Was Evidence That ''The motive started out as this hate, but then it turned

into a sort of a game of, 'Let's plan this out.' 'Let's see if it can be pulled off'."
As noted, Michael and Aaron did not preserve their claims as to Stephan's remaining statements. And as also noted
none of the statements is defamatory. Stephan's third statement, that "the motive started out as tllis hate, but then it
turned into a sort of a game'' is also subject to only one interpretation: that there was evidence to thls effect. As Stephan
stated, " the confession as well as the computer story as well as other corroborating evidence showed this motive, and
then showed that, through the confession, that the motive started out as hate, but then turned into a game 'Let's plan
this out.' 'Let's see if it can be pulled off."'
This s tatement is true. Joshua's confession, made voluntarily the month after Stephanie's murder, and held to be
admissible in the criminal proceedings, describes the murder plan in detail. (SeeJER, Vol. 23, 5606-5632; see also JER,
Vol. 23, 5655~5868.) In explaining that he did not think Michael and Aaron were serious about murdering Stephanie,
Joshua described how both Michael and Aaron did a lot of "planning" when they played the game Dungeons and
Dragons and so he thought when the two talked about murdering Stephanie " I always thought it was something like
that, you know, that they were making some kind of game in their own heads and that was going to be it." (JER, Vol.
:?.3, 5634; see also JER, Vol. 23, 5658.)
Because Stephan's statement regarding what " the confession" showed is true, her remark cannot provide a basis for
Michael or Aaron' defamation action.
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·-----------------------------

4. "There's a person that starts tl1e ball ro1Iing. And then you ha·ve people who climb
onto the ship," Is A Generalized Statement Regarding How Crimes May Be P lanned.
Stephan's fourth statement, that "[t]here's a person that starts the ball rolling. And then you have people who c]jmb onto
the ship" is. likewise, not reasonably susceptible to the interpretation that Michael or Aaron committed murder. It is a
general statement of opinion, based on Stephan's experience as a prosecutor, regarding how murders are planned and
committed. Stephan bad previously referred to various cases, including one described in the book Cruel Doubt, "where
the young man in college with his two friends plan out a murder of the stepfather and the mother." (JER, Vol. 14,
3333.) Jn a series of questions, the 48 Hours interviewer asked if Stephan was saying that " there's evil in the world" and
questioned how Michael and Aaron could ''be evil and do this?" (JER, Vol, 14, 3334-3335.) As the district court found ,
the 48 Hours interviewer was not seeking an assertion of objective fact regarding M_ichael or Aaron's involvement in
the murder " but raU1er was seeking insight into tbe thought process involved in the investigation and prosecution of the
boys." (44 JER 10794, docket no. 840 (Order entered February 17, 2004), p. 77.)

fn response. Stephan docs not even address Michael and Aaron. She instead refers to her experience with crimes in

general, stating: "Well, we've seen in our system many cases where there's a person that starts the ball rolling and then
you have people who climb on the ship. Many of the murders are such that not everyone is equally responsible ...." (JER,
VoL 14, 3335.) Th.is statement is, as the district court found, a " generalized statement regarding bow it is that individuals
o ne would ever expect get involved in horrific crimes .. .. " (44 JER 10794. docket no. 840 (Order entered February 17,
2004), p. 78.)
ln other words, Stephan is giving her opinion about how, generally, horrific crimes come to be planned. The statement is
based on what Step ban has "seen in our system" rather than any factual assertion regarding Michael or Aaron. Gallagher
v. Connell. 123 CaLApp.41.h 1260, 1270 (2004) ("The essential difference between a statement of fact and a statement of
opinion is that a statement of fact implies a provably false factual assertion while a statement of opinion does not.")
Because the statement is not reasonably susceptible to the interpretation that Michael or Aaron killed Stephanie, it does
not provide a basis for a defamation claim.

5. "l don't think it's the cause of murder in any way, but I think it shows us a way that minds can come to - to plan an
event. And in these games, it happens to usually be an event to kill or destroy t he enemy" Is Also A Gcnerali.ud Opinion.
Stephan's fifth statement, regarding the role of games in planning an event, also is not reasonably susceptible of
the interpretation that Michael or Aaron killed Stephanie. Stephan was responding to a question by the 48 Hours'
interviewer. who asked if a game can convince somebody to commit a murder. (JER, Vol. 14, 3344-3345.)
Stephan responded by referencing other cases where games had been a factor: " I think that the Dungeons and Dragons
game, just looking through history, there have been several cases- several murder cases- that have been connected with
people playing that game." (JER, Vol. 14, 3345.) Stephan went on to refer to "for example, the murder in North Carolina
involving the stepfather and the mother where it was planned by the son and his two friends. Again, they had participated
in playing the Dungeons and Dragons and they had played that game together and they had developed sort of a way
where they can, through the game, plaJl things and plan events." (JER, Vol. 14, 3345.) After explaining how games had
been involved in other murder cases, Stephan stated her belief that "1 don't think it's the cause of murder in any way, but
1 think it shows llS a way that minds can come to plan an event and, in these games, it happens to usually be an event
to kill or destroy the enemy." (JER, Vol. 14, 3345.)
Stephan's statement is not defamatory because it is not a factual assertion regarding Michael, Aaron or anyone else.
Stephan is expressing her opinion -she " thinks" games may play a role in planning a murder. As the district court pointed
out, Stephan specifically stated that she was not saying that Michael and Aaron committed the murder in discussing the
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topic of games. (44 JER 10794, docket no. 840 (Order entered February 17, 2004), p. 80; citing JER, Vol. 14, 3344.)
Rather, Stephan was making a generalized statement, based on her experience as a prosecutor, regarding how game
pl<lying (or role playing) can give rise to ideas on how to plan an event. (J ER, Vol. 15, 3613.)

6. The Remaining Statements Explain Why Tuite Was OriginaJiy Ruled Out As a Suspect.
The remaining five statements are not defamatory as to Michael or Aaron, because each refers only to the transient,
Tuite. 10 As the district court fo011d "these statements in no way reference the boys.'' (44 JER 10794, docket no. 840
(Order entered February 17, 2004), p. 81) The statements were made in response to questions regarding why, prior
to blood being found on his shirt, Tuite was not considered a viable suspect. (J ER, Vol. 15, 3613.) One statement
addresses why the blood was not discovered sooner. Rather than suggest that Michael and Aaron committed the murder,
Stephan's comments address why Tuite, a disoriented transient seen in the neighborhood the night of the murder, was
"overlooked,"
The district court correctly rejected Michael and Aaron's claim that Stephan was pointing the finger at them by making

these statements regarding Tuite. Stephan was instead explaining why Tuite, a disoriented transient, was not considered
a suspect in a crime that law enforcement had conchtded was ''highly organized" and appeared to have been an "inside
job." For example, a report by the Federal Bureau of1nvestigation had concluded that Stephanie was a targeted victim,
there were no obvious signs of forced entry into the home, the offender(s) had a familiarity, comfort, and knowledge of
the crime scene, and had controlled the crime scene. (JER, Vol. 14, 3490-3494.)
The district court thus found that Stephan\s references to T uite "were made in the context of an interview in which
defendant Stephan continually made it clear that she was uncertain as to who had committed the crime and that Tuite
remained a suspect" at that point in time. (44 JER I 0794, docket no. 840 (Order entered February 17, 2004), pp. 81 -82.)
Stephan in fact prefaced her responses to questions regarding why Tuite had not originally been considered a viable
suspect with the statement "f want to be clear that he [Tuite] is a suspect [now] .. .. " (JER, Vol. 14, 3325.) Stephan
acknowledged throughout the interview that Tuite might have committed tho murder, and she emphasized that "if he
did, then he should be brought to justice and we hope to do lhat." (JER, Vol. 14, 3306; see also JER., Vol. 14, 3301 ("the
conchtsion may be that the transient [Tuite] will face justice"); JER, Vol. 14, 3371 ("the transient, and maybe others out
there are potential suspects in this case'').)
In sum, none of Stephan's statements regarding Tuite is reasonably susceptible to the interpretation that Stephan is
charging Michael or Aaron with murder. Accordingly, these statements, like the other allegedly defamatory statements,
do i1ot provide a basis for a defamation claim.

n
STEPHAN'S STATEMENTS ARE PRIVILEGED UNDER CALIFORNIA LAW
Stephan was entitled to summary judgment on the defamation claims for a second reason: her statements were privileged
under California law. C1liforoia Civil Code section 47, subdivision (d) provides a privilege for "a fair and true report in,
or a cornmunication to, a public journal" of a judicial proceeding. Whether the "fair and true report" privilege applies is
a question oflaw. McClatchy Newspapers v. Superior Cmm, 189 Cal.App, 3d 961, 976-977 (1987). If a court finds that a
statement falls within the scope of section 47, subdivision (d), then that statement is absolutely privileged, regardless of
its truth or falsity or the defendant's motive for uttering it. Id. at 974-975. "While the public may not have an overriding
interest in knowing the details of every crime committed, its interest in overseeing the conduct of the prosecutor, the
police, and the judiciary is strong indeed (citation)." !d. at 975.
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The privilege may bar slate Jaw claims as long as the report captures "the gist, [or] the sting" of the specific court record in
question. Hayward v. Watsonville Registel', 265 CaJ.App.2d 255,262 (1968); see also Reeves v. ABC. 719 F.2d 602, 605 (2d
Cir. !983) (applying Cal, Civ. Code§ 47 subd. (d) privilege to broadcast regarding transcripts of grand jury proceedings)
and Dorsey"· National Enquirer, Inc., 973 F.2d 1431 (9th Cir. 1992) (protecting statements made by the participants in
a civil lawsuit outside lhe proceedjng). Stephan, as the assigned prosecutor to the underlying criminal action, possessed
an absolute privilege to explain the "circumstances" of the case and her '' theories based upon the circumstances" with
a great deal of leeway. Hay1 vard, 265 Cal.App.2d, at 259-260.
California courts consistently have emphasized that a "fair and true report" does not require a verbatim republication,
nor must it quote precisely from an official document; instead, the publication complained of simply must be
·'substantially in accord" with the document in order to be protected. Handelsman v. San Francisco Chronicle, 11
CaLApp.3d 381, 386-387 ( 1970); see also, Microsoft v. Yokohama Telecom Corp., 993 F.Supp. 782, 784 (1998). As
discussed above, all Stephan's allegedly defamatory statements are substantially in accord with the evidence in the
c rimi nal proceedings.
While the early line of cases interpreting section 47, subdivision (d) dealt primarily with meilia defendants, tltis privilege
applies with equal force to protect a prosecutor describing the dismissal of a murder case. In 1996, section 47 was amended
to protect ''communication[s] to" media entities, such as Stephan's remarks on 48 Hours. This broad privilege applies
so long as the comment has "some connection or logical relation to the action.'' A'iorales 1'. Cooperative of American
Phy.1·idans, b1c., 180 F.3d 1060, 1062 (9tb Cir. 1999). "Any doubt as to whether the privilege applies is resolved in favor
of applying it.'' Jd at 1062.
Only if the character of the publication deviates so substantially from the individual proceeding "that it produces a
different effect on the reader will the privilege be suspended." Crane 1•. Arizona Republic, 972 F.2d 1511. 1519 (9th
Cir. 1992). Nothing Stephan said produced a "ili.fferent effect" on the listener than what was already then welJ known;
Michael and Aaron had been accused of murder, evidence was discovered that pointed to another suspect, and the case
was dismissed .

m
THE STATE DEFAMATION CLAIMS ARE ALSO APPROPRIATELY
DISMISSED UNDER CALIFORNIA'S "ANTI-SLAPP"STATUTE
There is yet another ground for affirmi ng the district court's grant of summary judgment on the state-law defamation
claims. Michael and Aaron's claims are properly dismissed under California Code of Civil Procedure section 425.16
(''section 425 .16"), which was enacted to encourage participation in matters ofpublic significance by curtailing "strategic
lawsuits against public participation" o r "SLAPP" suits. Section 425,16 applies to claims arising from the exercise of
free speech "in connection with a public issue," and makes such claims subjecl to a special motion to strike, unless the
plaintiff establishes a probability of prevailing on the claim. 11
A special motion to strike may be made at any time, at the discretion of the court(§ 425.16, subd. (f)) and Stephan
brought such a motion after the complete "48 Hours" interview was provided by CBS. Although the district court did
not reacb this issue because it granted judgment on the merits (44 JER 10794, docket no. 840 (Order entered February 17,
2004), p. 98), this Court may affirm the judgment on any ground, including those not reached by the district comt. Here,
the special motion to strike should have been granted because Stephan's statements fall within the purview of section
425. 16 and she was emitled to dismissal because Mich~el and Aaron failed to show a likelihood of prevailing on the
merits of their claims. See Bradbury v. Superior Court 49 Cai.App.4th 1108, 1117 (1996) ("Bradbury").
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The circumstances of this case are analogous to those in Bradbury, where the court issued a writ granting a special motion
to strike a deputy sheritrs defamation and § 1983 claims. Td. at 1112. After the deputy shot a man while searching the
man's residence for drugs, the Ventura County District Attorney investigated, issued a report critical of the deputy's
conduct, and discussed the report's findings in various interviews, including an interview on the ABC television program
"20/20." ld. Bradbury held that section 425.l6 applied to the deputy's claims that the report and subsequent interviews
defamed him, because the statute "extends to public employees who issue reports and comment on issues ofpublic interest
relating to 1/leir official duties." Jd. at 1115, italics added.

Bradbury found that the District Attorney was commenting on a matter of public interest, pointing out that the deputy
himself alleged that the sl;looting "'led to much publicity both local and national' and triggered a 'media frenzy."' Id.
at 1116. In matters of public interest, the court explain ed, the District Attorney had a First Amendment right to keep
the public informed, which included responding to mectia questions. !d. at 1115. Under such circumstances, tbe District
Attorney could be held liable for defamation of a public official or a public figure only if he acted with malice. Id
Because the District Attorney had made a showing that he had a food faith belief in the accuracy of the report and media
statements, the court explained that the burden shifted to the deputy to show the statements were made with "actual
malice," i.e., with knowledge that the statements were false or with reckless disregard of the truth. !d. at 1117. Absent
such a showing, the court concluded that the motion to strike must be granted. ld. 12
Here, a motion to strike could have been granted for the same reasons. Stephan was commenting on a matter of public
interest, in 11 matter that involved both local and national publicity and triggered a " media frenzy." Stephan had a First
Amendmen t right t o keep the public info rmed , which included responding to medja questions. Michael and Aaron could
not make a showing that they could prevail at trial, because they could not show that any of Stephan's statements were
defamatory. Thus, section 425.16 provides an alternate ground for affirming the judgment in favor of Stephan.

IV
M lCHAEL Al\TD AARON WAIVED THEm DEFAMATIONPLUS CLAIM BY NOT ADDRESSING IT ON APPEAL
The district court also properly granted summary judgment in favor or Stephan on Michael and Aaron's federal
·'defamation plus claim." First, Michael and Aaron waived any claim of error by not addressing this issue on appeal.
Fed , R , App. P., Rule 28(a)(9)(a); Independent TolVers of Washington v. Washiugton, 350 F. 3d 925, 929 (2003), citations
omitted. ("we review only issues which are argued specifically and distinctly in a party's opening brief').
Moreover, Michael and Aaron cannot establish the elements of this claim. To state a§ 1983 federal claim for "defamation
plus," Michael and Aaron had to show more than injury to their reputation. Paul v. Davis, 414 U.S. 693, 701 (1976). T hey
had to show an injury to reputation that was inflicted ''in connection with" a violation of a federally protected right, or
an injury to reputation that ··caused" the denial of such a right. Herb Hallman Chewolet 1•. Nash-Holmes, 169 F.3d 636,
645 (9th Cir. 1999). Michael and Aaron failed to establish that Stephan injured their reputation by defaming them, and
they cannot establish that Stephan's comments were made "iu connection with" the violation of a federally protected
right, or that her comments ''caused" U1e denial of any fcderalJy protected right. While Michael and Aaron claim the
criminal investigation and prosecution violated federally-protected rights, Stephan's comments were aired more than
two months ajler the murder charges against Michael aud Aaron were dismissed.
As explained by this Court in Weiner 1'. CoumyofSan Diego, 210 F.3d 1025, 1032 (2000). to establish a §l983 defamationplus claim, ·'a plain tiff must assert more than a violation of state tort law- he must show that the defendant deprived him
of an interest protected by the constitution or federal law." In Weiner, then San Diego County District Attorney Paul
Plingst made sla tements at a p ress conference following the criminal defendant Weiner's acquittal in a retrial for murder.
Defense counsel Kathleen Coyne had been interviewed after the acquittal and expressed her frustration with the District
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Attorney's Office, after which Pfingst was interviewed and, in disagreeing, stated "this case just proves that case.s, unlike
line wine, get worse rather than better, with age.>; Id. all032. Weiner subsequently brought an action for defamation
under state Jaw and a§ 1983 action for defamation plus. This Court found that the statement was not defamatory, stating:
Considering Coyne's role as a defense attorney and Pfingst's as the District Attorney, it is not surprising that each would
have different views as to why Weiner was acquitted in the second trial. The broad context of the statement, therefore,
weigl1s in favor of concluding that Pfingst's statement was one of opinion, not fact.
In examining the specific context and content of a statement, we consider "the extenf of the figurative or hyperbolic
language used and the reasonable expectations of the audience in that particular situation" [citation omitted) ...Pfingst's
audience would likely view his statement as an attempt to explain that it was not because the prosecution did a bad job
that the case was lost. PfingsL, after all, was an elected public official who one would assume would try to cast the best
possible light on his office. The specific context and content of the statement point toward classifying it as a slatement
of opinion . /d. at 1031-1032.

The Court next addressed the defamation plus clai~ disposing of that cause of action because Weiner failed to show
that Pfingst deprived him of an interest protected by the Constitution or federal law. Jd at 1032.

Likewise, in this case, Stephan's statements were not defamatory, and Michael and Aaron fail to show that Stephen
deprived them of any interest protected by the Constitution or federal law. Thus, the district court properly granted
summary judgment in favor of Stephan on this claim.

v
THE DISTRICT COURT CORRECTLY FOUND THAT
STEPHAN l S ENTITLED T O QUALIFIED IMMUNlTY
Tbe district court also correctly found that Stephan is entitled to qualified immunity on Michael and Aaron's § 1983
defamation-plus claim, stating: '•given the painstaking manner in which defendant Stephan attempted to tie her remarks
to the evidence of record and consistently indicated that the identity of the murderer was up in the air, no reasonable
prosecutor could have believed that she was violating the boys' federal constitutional rights by making the statements
uttered by Stephan." (44 JER 10794, docket no. 840 (Order entered February 17, 2004), pp. 83-84, citing Saucier v_
Katz, 533 U.S. 194, 201 (2001).) Michael and Aaron make only a cursory argument that Stephan is not entitled to
qualified immunity. They broadly contend it is '"well established' that prosecutors can't give press conferences describing
a derendanL's confession and outlining the evidence against them." (AOB, p 90.) However, the two cases Michael and
Aaron cite, /min~·. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717 (1961) and Sheppard v. Mto. .wel!, 384 U.S. 333, 363 (1966), are not on point.
Those cases involved situations where a criminal defendant's right to a fair trial was impacted by press conferences or
media coverage.
H ere, by contrast, there was no impact on Michael or Aaron's right to a fair trial because the charges against them
had been dismissed when the 48 Hours episode aired. Michael and Aaron cite no authority for the proposition that a
prosecutor may not answer questions, citing to the public record, on why charges in a highly publicized murder case
have been dismissed. Thus, Stephan is entitled to qualified immunity because it was not "well settled" that such conduct
violated any constitutional or federally protected right. See Buckley v. Fit-::simmons, 509 U.S. 259, 278 (1993) (qualified
immunity available to prosecutors in U1e context of a press conference); Siegert v. Gilley, 500 U.S. 226, 231 (1991)
lqualilied immunity is appropriate unless a clearly established right is violated).
Michael and Aaron end their arguments against Stephan by stating that she "feigned impartiality" while hurling
"falsehoods with the intention of stirring up public obloquy, hatred and wrath" against t11em . (AOB, p. 91.) This is a
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blatant mischaracterization of the interview Stephan gave. Stephan agreed to appear on the 48 Hours' show only after
the District Atlorncy directed her to answer the public's questions on why the murder charges had been dismissed, and
only after she sought advice as to whether it would be ethical to do so. Stephan's answers refer only to evidence that
had been held admissible in the criminal proceedings. Stephan did so with the belief that it was lawful and ethical to
appear on this television program, along with Michael, Aaron, their families and defense counsel, to discuss a case that
commanded nationwide interest. (JER, Vol. 14, 3607.)
Far from being a vehicle for Stephan to "hurl falsehoods,'' the 48 Hours episode was a vehicle for Mfchael and Aaron
to put [orlh their claims that the investigation and prosecution were inept. Defense attorney Mary Ellen Attridge
emphatically made such claims on the show, characterizing the interrogations as illegal, the investigation as " pathetic",
and Stephan's statements as "stupid." (JER, Vol. 13, 3277.)
Thus, Michael and Aaron present no basis for denying Stephan qualified immunity for her statements on 48 Hours.
Consequently, the summary judgment on the federal defamation plus claim in Stephan's favor is properly affirmed on
this ground as well.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Stephan respectfully submits that the grant of summary judgment in her favor must be
<lffirrned.

Footnotes
l
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:5

6
7
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Another friend of Michael's, Joshua Treadway ("Joshua") was also prosecuted for Stephanie's murder. Although Joshua also
pursued civil claims against the prosecutor in this action, he did not file a notice of appeal.
There are numerous appellees in this case. This brief addresses only the grant ofsummary judgment in favor of Stephan, on
Michael and AaroJ1's state law defamation and federal ''defamation-plus" claims·.
All references in this brief to t11e '·Appellants' Opening Brier' are to the Opening Brieffor Plaintiffs/Appellants Michael Crowe,
Stephen Crowe, Cheryl Crowe and Shannon Crowe. Although Aaron and his family also filed a brief, that brief does not
address the defamation claims against Stephan. Aaron instead joined in Michael's arguments.
This brief addresses only the procedural history relevant to Michael and Aaron's claims against Stephan.
Hoover is not a party in this appeal.
This brief sununarizes only those facts relevant to Michael and Aaron's claims against Stephan.
As noted, Gary Hoover was the original prosecutor, and was also named as a defendant by appellees in this case. But he was
dismissed during the disuict court proceedings and is not a party on appeal.
See also JER. Vol. 14, 3325 ("'This is an open investigation."); JER, Vol. 14, 3328 (" !am pursuing this investigation with
an open mind. That is why we stopped everything."); JER, VoL 14, 3339 (''We have to step back, and we have to reexamine
everything, and that's what we plan on doing."); JER, Vol. 14, 3364 r·we start from square one. We've pledged to conduct an
open minded inveStigation to stalt from the beginning.''); JER, Vol. 14, 3365 ("We want to conduct the investigation without
the pressure and without any presumptions that the three young men did it .... So we're starting from square one.''); .IER, Vol.
14, 3372: ("We've promised our community to look at this from the beginning, to look at it objectively."); JER, Vol. 14, 3374
(post-interview comments by Stephan to 48 Hours interviewer).)
Sec aJso, JER Vol. 14, 3301 '' [i)t might be that transient [Tuitej will face justice. It might be that another person will face
justice;" see also JER, Vol 14, 3325 ("he [fuite] is a suspect"); JER, Vol. 14, 3328 ("l'm not saying at all that he [Tuite] is
incapable of doing U1is crime") J ER, Vol. 14, 3365 ("We want to conduct the investigation without the pressure and without
any presumptions that the three young men did it")
Statements six through ten are set fo rth in Michaels's Statement of the Case as follows:
6. ''All of his history, including mental history, showed a pattern of someone who cannot focus."
7. "This was a highly organized crime. One where someone can stealthily come in, murder a girl in her sleep without anybody
waking up. He was not a gGod candidate for pulling off a crime like this."
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8. "lie wasn't just ignored and put out on a shelf. After all, he was brought to the police station. He was interrogated. He
was Interrogated two times ...
9. "This shin is heavily sp-stained. It's a transient shirt. It's stained- it has stains everywhere. There are small stains of blood
under three millimeters in diameter.''
10. ' 'l-Ie attempted that burglary using a black plastic fish. That is what this m11n had as a burglary tool." (AOB. p. 46.)
Section 425.16 provides in relevant part:
(a) The Legislature !inds and declares that there has bt:en a disturbing increase in lawsuits brought primarily to chill the valid
exercise of the constitutional rights of freedom of speech and petition for the redress of grievances. The Legislature finds and
declares that it is in the public interest to encourage continued participation in matters of public significance, and that this
participation should not be chilled through abuse of the judicial process. To this end, this section shall be construed broadly.
(b) ( 1) A cause of action against a person arisingfrom any act of that person in furtherance of the person's right ofpet1tion or
free speech under the Urlited States or California Constitution in connection with a public issue shall be subject to a special
motion to strike, unless lfze cow·t determines that the plaintiff has e..uablished that there is a probability that the plaintiff will
prevail on the claim.
(c) As used in this section, " act in furtherance of a person's right of petition or free speech under the United States or California
Constitlltlon in connection with a public issue" includes: ... (3) any written or oral sULtement or writing made in a place open to
the public or a public forum itz connection with an issue ofpublic interest; ( 4) or any other conduct in furtherance of the exercise
of the COIL\'tilwional right of petition or the constitutional right offree speech in connection with a public issue or an issue of
public inrerest. (Italics added.)
Michael and Aaron could also be considered limited public ligures for purposes of the 48 Hours' interview, because they gave
the interview to promote their version of the prosecution to influence public opinion. See De1mey v. Lawrence. 22 Cai.App.4th
927, 935-936 ( 1994) (!inding that brother of murder suspect was limited public !igure where he gave interviews and ·'promoted
a version of the case favorable to his brother ... to influence public opinion as to the circumstances surrounding the killing and
his brother's culpability'} They offered no evidence that Stephan made any statement with malice, i.e., actual knowledge of
its falsity or with reckless disregard for the truth. In any event, they could not show that Stephan's statements were defamatory
even if they are not required to show actual malice.
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